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Untitled

A fashion designer meets an artist. Both decide to work together.
The idea was to let the creativity flow, and so we did it. While one 
was working with moulage on the dummy, the other was painting.

This collection was an experiment – which was a lot of fun to 
make – creating new forms and silhouettes and mixing it with art.

Some of the original hand painting was used to make unique pieces and simulta-
neously were photographed and digitally printed on fabrics for production.

The artist Lena Grewenig used the collection´s princi-
pal color palette but also complemented it with new colors.

The collection “Untitled” is characterized by soft earth-colors and cool 
water tones. Handmade paintings arrange for colorful accents and sin-
gular pieces. The collection is accomplished by classic patterns with inno-
vative details like cutouts or distinctive collars. These elements results 
in fashion that is unconventional as well as suitable for everyday life.

---

Short story about the photo shoot location: a crop circle appe-
ared in a wheat field 50 km from Munich, near the antennas of a 
former communication station. The softness of the wheat in con-
trast to the modern, silver antennas caught our attention.
The collection, with geometric straight forms and 
the delicate painting suited beautifully in there. 



4B001 - blazer with print
4S002W - shirt jay with blue print
4T001 - short trousers
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detail print on blazert

blazer with asymetric Collarp





4B002 - blazer with cutouts
4S001Y - shirt hai 
4T002B - Jogging Trousers 
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4TS001P - t-shirt with printt



4C001 - coat with cutoutt



4S003B - shirt edgar with signature collar
4T003B - ankle length trousers milano 
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4B003 - blue blazer with cutouts
4S004W - shirt edgar with lightblue print
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4J002 - jacket with yellow sleeves
4B004 - blazer with slim collar
4T001o - short trousers
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4C002 - coat with print
4S005B - shirt with double collar
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4P001 - jogging pullover 
detail pullover 
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4J001 - baseball jacket with print 
detail baseball jacket back 
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4T005 - trousers berlin with lateral closure 
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4J001B - baseball jacket with printed rib 
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4TS001W - t-shirt in white
4T002P - jogging trousers 
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4B005 - cosy blazer
4S006Y - shirt vincent with print  
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4B006 - collarless blazer
 
 

p 4S002B - shirt jay with blue print
4T007 - pleat-front trousers
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Model: Markus Seer

Fine Art Painting: Lena Grewenig
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